Like Jake And Me
On the eve of the admissions cycle for
Manhattan's most exclusive private
schools, Alex and Greg have high hopes
for their son Jake, a precocious fouryear-old who happens to prefer
Cinderella to G.I. Joe. But as the
process continues, Jake's behavior
becomes erratic and perplexing, and
other adults in his life start to
wonder whether his fondness for dressPage 1/52
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up might be cause for concern. The
story of a husband and wife struggling
to do right by their son, A KID LIKE
JAKE is a study of intimacy and
parenthood and the fantasies that
accompany both.
This is the story of Jake, a
disgruntled Vietnam vet who isn't happy
with the course the nation is taking,
so he decides to give up his lavish
lifestyle and escape to a simpler life.
The question is, can he do it? Then,
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there is Lydia, a widowed mother of two
who is running from a life of pain and
remorse toward a life she doesn't even
know exists. The two collide in remote
Montana. Differences aside, are they
good for each other?
From bestselling and award-winning
author T.C. Boyle, a lively, thoughtprovoking novel that asks us what it
would be like if we could really talk
to the animals When animal behaviorist
Guy Schermerhorn demonstrates on a TV
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game show that he has taught Sam, his
juvenile chimp, to speak in sign
language, Aimee Villard, an
undergraduate at Guy's university, is
so taken with the performance that she
applies to become his assistant. A
romantic and intellectual attachment
soon morphs into an interspecies love
triangle that pushes hard at the
boundaries of consciousness and the
question of what we know and how we
know it. What if it were possible to
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speak to the members of another
species—to converse with them, not just
give commands or coach them but to
really have an exchange of ideas and a
meeting of minds? Did apes have God?
Did they have souls? Did they know
about death and redemption? About
prayer? The economy, rockets, space?
Did they miss the jungle? Did they even
know what the jungle was? Did they
dream? Make wishes? Hope for the
future? These are some the questions
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T.C. Boyle asks in his wide-ranging and
hilarious new novel Talk to Me,
exploring what it means to be human, to
communicate with another, and to truly
know another person—or animal…
The Spice of Life (or TSOL, to fans)
follows Jake Furie Lapin, a 37-year-old
sexaholic and loving Dom. As the first
book in a three-part series, TSOL
explores Jake's transformation from a
submissive, out-of-shape man, stuck in
a sexless marriage, to a strong,
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successful, fit, loving Dom. This first
book follows Jake as he describes his
many sexual adventures, in great
detail, to Kelli, his sex
therapist.Kelli Lemberg is a successful
sex therapist who has an office-based
practice in Manhattan. Like Jake, Kelli
finds herself trapped in a marriage
that is lacking heat and passion.
Through her sex therapy sessions with
Jake, Kelli begins to undergo an
amazing transformation of her own.
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The Last Thing He Told Me
You Gotta Want It
A Kid Like Jake
Jake's America
Cinderella 2000
Beloved Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli, author of Maniac
Magee and Wringer, addresses issues of identity, belonging,
family, and bullying in this humorous and heartfelt novel
about twins. Jake and Lily are twins. Despite their slightly
different interests and temperaments, they feel exactly the
same—like two halves of one person. But the year they turn
eleven, everything changes. Their parents announce it’s time
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for separate bedrooms. Jake starts hanging out with a pack of
boys on the block. And Lily is devastated, not to mention
angry. Who is she without Jake? And as her brother falls under
the influence of the neighborhood bully, he also must ask
himself—who is the real Jake? This is an often funny,
poignant, and profound story of growing up, growing apart,
and the difficult process of figuring out who you really are.
In pursuing his escaping bird, Jake discovers he has acquired
the power of flight, which leads him to amazing experiences
amid the birds outside.
Newbery Honor Award-winning author Mavis Jukes is back
with a lovable new character named Carson. His father moves
him to a new town in Northern California, where he'll be the
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new kid in class—friendless and alone, except for his beloved
stuffed moose (named Moose, of course). As Carson settles into
his new surroundings, a series of delightful mishaps start to
occur: the class pet, a rat named Mr. Nibblenose, gets lost to
surprising results; the culprit of a mysterious lunch theft might
actually be something that's not human at all; and when his
beloved Moose goes missing, Carson makes his first new nonstuffed-animal friend. Told with childlike charm and wit, The
New Kid is perfect for newly independent readers.
From New York Times bestselling author Penelope Ward
comes an emotional, romantic journey and the start of an epic
series of standalones. Nina Kennedy was alive…but not
living…until she met him. Planes, trains, heights…you name
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it, Nina was afraid of it and led a sheltered life ruled by
irrational fears and phobias. When she moves to Brooklyn for
nursing school, that life is turned upside down as she develops
an intense but unwanted attraction to her gorgeous roommate,
who’s pierced, tattooed and just happens to be the smartest
person she’s ever met. Behind Jake Green’s rough exterior
and devilish smile, lies a heart of gold. He makes it his mission
to change Nina’s outlook on life. When he agrees to tutor
her, they forge a bet and the stakes are high as Jake forces
Nina to face her demons. They just weren’t expecting to fall
hard for each other in the process. What Nina doesn’t
realize, is that Jake is hiding a massive secret. Once he drops a
bombshell, will their love survive it? A STANDALONE novel.
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Standalone Books in the Jake Series: Jake Undone (Jake #1)
My Skylar (Jake #2) Jake Understood (Jake #3)
Like Jake and Me
Finding Jake
Boys Keep Swinging: A Memoir
Jake and Lily
The Long Journey to Jake Palmer

The instant #1 New York Times bestselling mystery and
Reese Witherspoon Book Club pick that’s captivated
more than two million readers about a woman searching
for the truth about her husband’s disappearance…at any
cost. “A fast-moving, heartfelt thriller about the sacrifices
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we make for the people we love most.” —Real Simple
Before Owen Michaels disappears, he smuggles a note to
his beloved wife of one year: Protect her. Despite her
confusion and fear, Hannah Hall knows exactly to whom
the note refers—Owen’s sixteen-year-old daughter, Bailey.
Bailey, who lost her mother tragically as a child. Bailey,
who wants absolutely nothing to do with her new
stepmother. As Hannah’s increasingly desperate calls to
Owen go unanswered, as the FBI arrests Owen’s boss, as
a US marshal and federal agents arrive at her Sausalito
home unannounced, Hannah quickly realizes her husband
isn’t who he said he was. And that Bailey just may hold
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the key to figuring out Owen’s true identity—and why he
really disappeared. Hannah and Bailey set out to discover
the truth. But as they start putting together the pieces of
Owen’s past, they soon realize they’re also building a
new future—one neither of them could have anticipated.
With its breakneck pacing, dizzying plot twists, and
evocative family drama, The Last Thing He Told Me is a
riveting mystery, certain to shock you with its final,
heartbreaking turn.
As twelve-year-old River and some of her friends work on
a handbook for sixth-grade parents, they have to deal with
information from the candid Ms. Furley's sex education
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lessons as well as the efforts of the class flirt to break up
several couples.
Jake is celebrating his tenth birthday. That’s a remarkable
feat, because at birth he was given only three years to live.
Miriam Edelson is his mother, a dedicated fighter for Jake
and families in similar situations. Edelson poses some
tough questions: How do parents cope with a child who
has special needs? Are we failing, as a society, to care for
children with disabilities? Whatever happened to the
federal government’s promise of a “Children’s Agenda”?
My Journey with Jake works on two levels. It’s a
poignant memoir by a devoted mother, and a hard-hitting,
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well-researched look at health care for Canada’s children.
A debut contemporary novel about 11-year-old aspiring
magician Ethan, who discovers that heroes come in all
sizes, and real magic can be found in the most unexpected
places. When life revolves around stressed-out parents
and ER visits for his special needs little brother Jake,
eleven-year-old Ethan escapes to a world of top hats, trick
decks, and magic wands. When he hears of a junior magic
competition where the top prize is to meet and perform
with his hero, Magnus the Magnificent, Ethan is
determined to do whatever he needs to get there--and to
win. His dedication and hard work pay off, and he makes
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it to the top five finalists: his dream really could come
true! Then Jake falls dangerously ill and Ethan's hopes
and plans are in jeopardy. As he searches for any sort of
magic that might save Jake, Ethan learns what is truly
important . . . and what real magic is.
The Spice of Life
Blackberries in the Dark
Jake Undone
The Jake Collins Band and The Fading Silence
Jake Lookingglass
James McConnell’s one wish is that his nine-year-old son
will finally be healthy enough to play a game of catch. Then
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he and his wife, Emily, receive news they’ve dreaded:
Aaron’s cancer has relapsed. As the family steels
themselves for a draining treatment regimen in yet another
hospital, Aaron receives the gift of a lifetime—a personal visit
from one of his favorite professional baseball players—and
the chance to make a bold request, his wish: to see his dad
play in one major league game. A former college standout,
James fears he doesn’t have the talent it takes, even for one
game, and that he’ll miss what could be Aaron’s precious
last weeks. Yet how can he refuse his dying son’s wish?
Poignant and triumphant, Wish is the story of a father’s
love, a family’s perseverance, and the miracles that can
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happen when you believe in the impossible.
"Dion Graham's confident, enthusiastic narration powerfully
depicts a young African-American boy who is beginning to
identify who he is in the world. Quincy Tyler Bernstine adds
a dynamic array of female voices. No detail is overlooked in
this production.... Realistic sound effects link the audio to
the pictures and reflect the story's urban setting."-AudioFile
Illus. in full color. "Timid Alex strives to be like his rugged
cowboy stepfather, and the two find a common bond when
Alex 'rescues' Jake from a wolf spider. Jukes' quiet
observations are unfaltering in their perceptiveness. Radiant
full-page pastel illustrations serve as a striking counterpoint.
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This is an uplifting celebration of a new family's
understanding, acceptance and love that resonates with truth
and humor."--(starred) School Library Journal.
From Jake Shears – world famous singer, songwriter, actor
and LGBTQ+ icon – comes this wide-eyed and
determined coming-of- age story; an unforgettable literary
account of a man overcoming the odds and finding his true
voice. Long before hitting the stage as the lead singer of the
iconic glam rock band Scissor Sisters, Jake Shears was Jason
Sellards, a teenage boy living a fraught life, resulting in a
confusing and confining time in high school as his classmates
bullied him and few teachers showed sympathy. It wasn’t
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until years later, while living and studying in New York City,
that Jason would find his voice as an artist and, with a group
of friends and musicians who were also thirsting for stardom
and freedom, form the band Scissor Sisters. First performing
in the smoky gay nightclubs of New York, then finding
massive success in the United Kingdom, Scissor Sisters
would become revered by the LGBTQ+ community, sell out
venues worldwide, and win multiple accolades with hits like
Take Your Mama and I Don’t Feel Like Dancin’, as well
as their cult-favourite cover of Pink Floyd’s Comfortably
Numb. Candid and courageous, Shears’ writing sings with
the same powerful, spirited presence that he brings to his live
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performances. Following a misfit boy’s development into a
dazzling rock star, Boys Keep Swinging is a raucously
entertaining memoir that will be an inspiration to anyone
with determination and a dream. ‘This is a beautiful,
fascinating memoir by a beautiful guy who has lived a
fascinating life – and he has the insights and receipts to
prove it. Wonderful!’ - Dan Savage
My Journey with Jake
A Children's Book about the Power of Kindness,
Celebrating Diversity, and Friendship
My Friend Jake Has Autism
An Owner's Manual for Teens : Safety, Maintenance, and
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Operating Instructions for Teens
Make Time
Jake's voice has a different sound. Other critters won't come
around. But he is sweet and only wants to play. Will others
start to see him that way? Follow Jake, a sweet, kind, and
misunderstood dog as he tries to make friends despite his
differences. Meet forest critters of all kinds while getting to
know Jake. Jake loves to swim, hike, and play, but when he
realizes he's lonely a true friend comes to his aid. Soon
others find friendship and understanding filling this tale with
heart and hope. Looking for books about Diversity &
Friendship? Jake the Growling Dog is a fun-loving tale about
kindness, acceptance, friendship, and diversity. Author and
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licensed school counselor, Samantha Shannon, and
Illustrator and art educator, Kerrie Joyce, spotlight Jake, who
is different from the other dogs and critters. With a little help
and understanding, the others learn to love Jake despite his
differences. This timely story is packed with tons of fun, while
also educating our little ones about friendship and how to be
kind to others. Includes a loving-kindness and mindfulness
activity for families, counselors, and schools Along with
Jake's story, this picture book also includes a loving-kindness
activity to promote character education, mindfulness, and
gratitude. The activity is for families, schools, and counselors
to reduce stress and bring families closer together while
encouraging acts of kindness, forgiveness, and gratitude. A
Positive Story to Promote Empathy Jake's story encourages
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children to be kind, appreciate nature, find the good in all
things with the power of gratitude, and to accept others who
are different from them in a subtle, sweet, and impactful way.
Ages and Grades While many kids ages 6-8 will be able to
read this story on their own or with assistance, parents and
grandparents will enjoy reading the story to baby, making it
the perfect baby shower gift. Pre-teens to adults will also
appreciate the illustrations, story, and the kindness activity to
do as a family or in schools and counseling offices.
Her stepmother Phyllis ruins her New Year's Eve plans by
telling Ashley Ella Toral to bring the twins to the country club
with her, ruining her chances of spending the evening with
her "Prince Charming."
A picture book to help children understand autism. Narrated
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by a friend, this book talks about how autism affects Jake at
school and at home. Autism is a common condition that
affects a child's social skills as well as organisation and
processing. This book explains autism in a simple way. While
it explains the difficulties encountered by a child with autism,
it recognises that all children with autism are different. It is
written in a positive narrative. This version of the book is
written in UK English. This is an ideal book for parents or
teachers to use to explain what autism is and how it affects a
classmate, friend or family member.
For fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid and Big Nate comes the first
book in a side-splitting illustrated series from comedian and
film star Craig Robinson, #1 New York Times bestselling
author Adam Mansbach, and NAACP History Maker recipient
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and cartoonist Keith Knight. Jake can barely play an
instrument, not even a kazoo. And his art? It’s better suited
for Pictionary than Picasso. Which is a real problem because
Jake just faked his way into the Music and Art Academy for
the gifted and talented (and Jake is pretty sure he is neither).
More jokester than composer, Jake will have to think of
something quick before the last laugh is on him. Featuring
more than 160 illustrations, Jake the Fake is sure to bring the
laughs with his hilarious high jinks!
The Taking of Jake Livingston
A Book to Explain Autism to Children, US English Edition
Educational Duct Tape
A Novel
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An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Get Out meets Holly
Jackson in this YA social thriller where survival is not a
guarantee. Sixteen-year-old Jake Livingston sees dead
people everywhere. But he can't decide what's worse: being a
medium forced to watch the dead play out their last moments
on a loop or being at the mercy of racist teachers as one of
the few Black students at St. Clair Prep. Both are a living
nightmare he wishes he could wake up from. But things at St.
Clair start looking up with the arrival of another Black
student—the handsome Allister—and for the first time, romance
is on the horizon for Jake. Unfortunately, life as a medium is
getting worse. Though most ghosts are harmless and Jake is
always happy to help them move on to the next place,
Sawyer Doon wants much more from Jake. In life, Sawyer
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was a troubled teen who shot and killed six kids at a local
high school before taking his own life. Now he's a powerful,
vengeful ghost and he has plans for Jake. Suddenly,
everything Jake knows about dead world goes out the
window as Sawyer begins to haunt him. High school soon
becomes a different kind of survival game—one Jake is not
sure he can win.
A first installment in a new series written by a 13-year-old
author follows the experiences of young Jake, who endures
the drama and frustrations of being the new kid in school.
In this extremely positive, motivational, and often laugh-outloud memoir, Jake Paul pauses long enough from his
supercharged day-to-day as a nineteen year old social media
heartthrob and costar on the Disney Channel series
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Bizaardvark to share his takes on life, love, fame, and
shooting for the moon. Growing up as a regular kid in Ohio,
Jake Paul always knew he wanted to do something big, but
he wasn’t sure what that thing was—that is, until he found his
calling as one of Vine’s most famous comedians. As a high
school sophomore, Jake began making comedy videos with
his older brother, Logan, and posting them online. With every
carefully staged prank, Jake and Logan’s following grew—and
after a few stumbling blocks, Jake finally forged his own way.
Eventually, he traded his childhood home in Cleveland for
sunny, sparkling Hollywood. In You Gotta Want It, Jake
reflects on the path that led him to stardom. From learning the
value of a disciplined work ethic, to achieving his goals and
aspirations along the way to digital celebrity, to the crazy
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behind-the-scenes details of his journey as a creator and
actor, Jake relates the most hysterical and intimate details of
his life thus far—all with the signature humor, honesty, and
unstoppable attitude that have won him millions of devoted
followers.
Fourteen-year-old Ashley has her heart set on spending New
Year's Eve 1999 at an exclusive country club party with an
almost boyfriend, but her plan is endangered by her
stepmother and two bratty stepsisters.
Is There Still Room in Your Life for Me?
How to Focus on What Matters Every Day
The New Kid
Jake the Fake Keeps it Real
Flying Jake
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When his dad takes him and his sister to Camp Wild
Survival during summer break, Jake Mathews and his
family find themselves in some harrowing, hilarious
situations.
It’s been years since Mallory Westbrook set foot in
Magnolia Sound, but the death of her great-grandfather
forces her back. Two weeks to get his affairs in order
then she would return to her life in New York. The perfect
plan, if not for Jake Summerford—her first love who broke
her heart. Jake always regretted the way things ended
with Mallory and now that she’s back in town, he’s
hoping they can put the past behind them. As they
reconnect, old feelings resurface and Jake realizes that
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friendship is only the beginning of what he wants from
Mallory. With one foot out of the door, Mallory is looking
for any excuse to leave Magnolia Sound behind.
Forever. Will Jake’s plan to replace the old, painful
memories help him finally show her their love deserves
another chance?
“Jake Gerhardt’s debut novel is sweet, knowing, and a
super-fun read. Takes you right back to the
awkwardness and earnestness of adolescence, with a lot
of cringe and even more laughs.” —Patton Oswalt, New
York Times bestselling author, comedian, and actor They
each have 33% chance with her, but she's 0%
interested. Meet Sam, the comedian; Duke, the
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intellectual; and Chollie, the athlete. Their fates converge
at Penn Valley Middle as each falls desperately for the
enigmatic Miranda Mullaly—the girl who smiles like she
means it, the girl who makes Christmas truly magic when
she sings, the girl who…barely realizes her admirers
exist! Small misunderstandings lead to big laughs, and
beneath the humor, every attempt to win Miranda's favor
becomes a compelling look at the larger world of each
guy's life.
From USA Today Bestselling Author Sabrina Stark…
Jake Bishop Can Take a Punch, But Can He Take
Losing the One Girl Who Melts His Heart? To the rest of
the world, he's Jake Bishop – bad boy brawler, digital
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celebrity, and trouble-maker incarnate. But to Luna
Moon, he's the knight in shining armor who rescued her
from hometown bullies all those years ago. He's always
had her back. She's always had his heart. But what
happens when a weekend of bliss turns their world
upside-down, sending their relationship spiraling in ways
they never imagined? She's still in danger. He's still
afraid of ruining her. Together, they're one hot mess
looking for a place called home. Will they find it with each
other? Or go down in flames, trying? This new adult
contemporary romance is the second full-length novel in
the Jaked new adult romance trilogy. By popular
demand, this popular contemporary romance series is
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newly available to the wider contemporary romance
marketplace. Look for all three Jaked books, along with
other new adult books by Sabrina Stark, including her
bestselling Unbelonging series.
Just Jake: Camp Wild Survival #3
Jake Me (Jaked, Book 2)
Wish
Jake Forever (Jaked, Book 3)
Super Jake and the King of Chaos

Jake Lookingglass is a teenage boy that is involved
in highly adult situation. He learns at an early age
that he has a special ability. Not one that would
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cause you to think he’s a D C or Marvel super
character. Only one that gives him the ability to see
things outside the box. As you will see, he affects
others in life and death decisions. Some may say he
saves America or even the world itself. Follow Jake
as he investigates and assembles his additional
facts and theories, to bring the case to a conclusion.
What if there was a place where everything wrong in
your life could be fixed? Corporate trainer Jake
Palmer coaches people to see deeper into
themselves—yet he barely knows himself anymore.
Recently divorced and weary of the business life,
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Jake reluctantly agrees to a lake-house vacation with
friends, hoping to escape for ten days. When he
arrives, Jake hears the legend of Willow Lake—about
a lost corridor that leads to a place where one’s
deepest longings will be fulfilled. Jake scoffs at the
idea, but can’t shake a sliver of hope that the
corridor is real. And when he meets a man who
mutters cryptic speculations about the corridor, Jake
is determined to find the path, find himself, and fix
his crumbling life. But the journey will become more
treacherous with each step Jake takes.
Give your students the best learning experience
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without spending your nights and weekend learning
every new edtech tool! Would you rather attend a
boring staff meeting than try to figure out which
educational technology tools to use in your
classroom? Do you worry that your students will
tease you mercilessly if you choose the wrong app?
Do you think it would be easier to ignore the
ridiculous number of edtech options, print some
worksheets, and binge a Netflix show? In
Educational Duct Tape, classroom teacher and
edtech expert Jake Miller equips you to overcome
the paradox of choice and select the right edtech
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tools for your classroom so you can start using them
tomorrow! Forget the headaches that come with
overcomplicated instructions. In this book, as with
his popular #EduDuctTape Podcast, Jake offers
anecdote-induced laughter and explanations that
actually make sense. This book features
comparisons of tools for formative assessment,
student self-assessment, student blogging,
screencasting, audio projects, video creation,
student-paced coursework, and lesson delivery, as
well as animation apps, infographic and visual
design tools, and more! This book is for you if . . .
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You want to integrate edtech like a boss but aren't
sure where to start. You want to choose the right
technology tools for your style, your curriculum, and
your students. You want to empower your students
as learners, creators, and thinkers. You're tired of
boring books for teachers! Feeling frustrated or
confused by edtech? Grab your Educational Duct
Tape! "You'll fly through this book and enjoy the
journey. And you'll be a better educator because of
it." -Matt Miller, author, Ditch That Textbook "Inside
this book, you will find great tips, fantastic edtech
tools, powerful instructional strategies, and a whole
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heap of quirky humor! Buy this book. (You can thank
me later.)" -Kasey Bell, author, podcaster, and
international speaker at ShakeUpLearning.com "This
should be on the desk of every teacher! It will serve
as an incredible resource that you will go back to
over and over again! Buy this for yourself and every
teacher you know!" -Holly Clark, author, blogger, and
speaker
Neil Simon Full Length, Comedy Characters: 1 male,
7 female Combination interior and Unit set.
America's premier comic playwright makes another
hilarious foray into the world of modern relationships.
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Jake, a novelist who is more successful with fiction
that with life, faces a marital crisis by daydreaming
about the women in his life. The wildly comic and
sometimes moving flashbacks played in his mind are
interrupted by visitations from actual females. Jake's
women i
Looking Like Me
Me and Miranda Mullaly
Jake the Growling Dog
I'm Stalking Jake!
Talk to Me
“I devoured Finding Jake. The tension is almost unbearable
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in this thriller-cum-character study as layer after layer of a
father’s soul are revealed as reflected in the character of his
missing son. Utterly engrossing.”—Alice LaPlante, New York
Times bestselling author of Circle of Wives and Turn of Mind
A heart-wrenching but redemptive story of psychological
suspense told from the point of view of the father of a boy
who is unaccounted for during a school shooting, in the vein
of Reconstructing Amelia and Defending Jacob. While his
successful wife goes off to her law office each day, Simon
Connolly takes care of their kids, Jake and Laney. Now that
they are in high school, the angst-ridden father should feel
more relaxed, but he doesn?t. He’s seen the statistics, read
the headlines. And now, his darkest fear is coming true.
There has been a shooting at school. Simon races to the
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rendezvous point, where he’s forced to wait. Do they know
who did it? How many victims were there? Why did this
happen? One by one, parents are led out of the room to
reunite with their children. Their numbers dwindle, until Simon
is alone. As his worst nightmare unfolds, and Jake is the only
child missing, Simon begins to obsess over the past,
searching for answers, for hope, for the memory of the boy he
raised, for mistakes he must have made, for the reason
everything came to this. Where is Jake? What happened in
those final moments? Is it possible he doesn’t really know his
son? Or he knows him better than he thought? Brilliantly
paced, Finding Jake explores these questions in a tense and
emotionally wrenching narrative. Harrowing and
heartbreaking, surprisingly healing and redemptive, Finding
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Jake is a story of faith and conviction, strength, courage, and
love that will leave readers questioning their own lives, and
those they think they know.
"Austin's visit to his grandmother's is the first since Grandpa
died. Austin notices Grandpa's things but feels the emptiness
of his absence. This spare story vividly captures the emotions
of painful times and shows how they ease with sharing and
remembering. Boy and grandfather were close, but boy and
grandmother seem destined to be just as close, with
Grandpa's memory to bind them. Poignant and perceptive,
this has impressive resonance, and readers won't easily shed
its warm afterglow."--(starred) Booklist.
Provides information for boys on changes that occur in their
bodies during puberty and offering advice on sexual topics,
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nutrition, drugs, girls, and more.
From the New York Times bestselling authors of Sprint
comes a simple 4-step system for improving focus, finding
greater joy in your work, and getting more out of every day.
"A charming manifesto—as well as an intrepid do-it-yourself
guide to building smart habits that stick. If you want to
achieve more (without going nuts), read this book."—Charles
Duhigg, bestselling author of The Power of Habit and Smarter
Faster Better Nobody ever looked at an empty calendar and
said, "The best way to spend this time is by cramming it full of
meetings!" or got to work in the morning and thought, Today
I'll spend hours on Facebook! Yet that's exactly what we do.
Why? In a world where information refreshes endlessly and
the workday feels like a race to react to other people's
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priorities faster, frazzled and distracted has become our
default position. But what if the exhaustion of constant
busyness wasn't mandatory? What if you could step off the
hamster wheel and start taking control of your time and
attention? That's what this book is about. As creators of
Google Ventures' renowned "design sprint," Jake and John
have helped hundreds of teams solve important problems by
changing how they work. Building on the success of these
sprints and their experience designing ubiquitous tech
products from Gmail to YouTube, they spent years
experimenting with their own habits and routines, looking for
ways to help people optimize their energy, focus, and time.
Now they've packaged the most effective tactics into a fourstep daily framework that anyone can use to systematically
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design their days. Make Time is not a one-size-fits-all
formula. Instead, it offers a customizable menu of bite-size
tips and strategies that can be tailored to individual habits and
lifestyles. Make Time isn't about productivity, or checking off
more to-dos. Nor does it propose unrealistic solutions like
throwing out your smartphone or swearing off social media.
Making time isn't about radically overhauling your lifestyle; it's
about making small shifts in your environment to liberate
yourself from constant busyness and distraction. A must-read
for anyone who has ever thought, If only there were more
hours in the day..., Make Time will help you stop passively
reacting to the demands of the modern world and start
intentionally making time for the things that matter.
Planning the Impossible
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Just Jake
Looking Back
Remind Me
The Guy Book

It was a standard-issue celebrity crush. It was 2006,
Brokeback Mountain was inspiring critical acclaim and
late night talk show jokes alikeand there was Becky
Heineke, thinking Jake Gyllenhaal was looking pretty
good. She was twenty-four, two years out of college, and
had nothing better to do which is how she wound up
joining a girl shed never met to write a blog called Jake
Watch. Over the blogs nineteen-month run, there were
movie premieres, a movie script, a legitimately stupid
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Internet rumor (accidental), one highly unsuccessful
presidential campaign, a lost puggle, and a T-shirt
business that may or may not have violated international
copyright laws. But Jake Watch also aged its two writers
more than its life span might suggest. While countless
books have been written about celebrities, blogs, and the
impact of the Internet on our changing culture, there
hasn't, until now, been a book that exemplifies their
influence on the first generation to grow up obsessed
with all three. Im Stalking Jake! is a memoir unique to the
age in which it was written, a comedy about the drama of
growing up and reaching out in the era of Internet
addiction and celebrity infatuation.
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A Memoir of Parenting and Disability
Jake's Women
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